
A Conversation

Scene(N):  INT LOCATION. A COMPUTER SCREEN SHOWING A ZOOM WINDOW 
WITH FOUR MEETING PARTICIPANTS. 

FX:  We are joining a meeting in progress. Sound fades up.

SPEAKER 1

….Because, you know, the man who chases two hairs 
catches mom, she can no kidding, sort of right now in 
focusing Yvette can focus on lead measure and having 
awareness and parents around decisions that drives can
create a compelling scoreboard. 

SPEAKER 2

No, I've been tiger. 

I'm just playing pinions for purchase the best sorted. So
I can see you around the in chapters a bit bigger,  But 
yeah, I see similar lines like it's, it's a big planet 
statement for your intention.  I kind of come back to 
that with strategy, but I flee. This process it's pretty 
what was the first time we've suffered by tearing it 
down. So, it's been a good thing for me because my 
background and also Australia, I have a lot of these 
things in my head. Anyhow, and a voice, only appears once
listen.

SPEAKER 1

I need to do something but mission around a my strategies
must make sure that he is on point. And then if there are
other factors he has a lot of stuff coming out of it as 
well, whatever that one is watching. euro. You did. Nice 
to. Yeah.

Do you think definition. Sleep, Carol. I'm struggling 
with, I can see everybody okay I might come back in 
again.



SPEAKER 2

I've got the information yesterday so I went and got some 
because you sit so much show. So, this is being a bit 
close. I always used to say watch all the time because I 
was busy rude and he's found. So my brief was, I must look
up to him and stop getting lost again. We just have a very
fetching wardrobe. because all his clothes were taken from
a job, my mom was at a beautifulness collection. And he 
didn't have anything so I think you're starting to see 
where a lot more principles come from men earlier. 

SPEAKER 3

Mismatch who hasn't spoken sick or someone nominate 
themselves. dominancy. Yes.

SPEAKER 4 

On April, 12th and tarskins. In the stroke kits mom.

SPEAKER 3

Okay, thank you, everyone.

SPEAKER 2

Thank you so much.

SPEAKER 1

Today, Have a good week.

FIN


